
 
 

19 January 2023 

Structured Finance Activity Report: rating downgrades 
catch up with upgrades 

This quarterly report provides an overview of Scope´s structured finance rating 
actions over the last 12 months and the structured finance team’s main 
achievements in the previous quarter, including breakthrough rated transactions, 
methodology developments and published research. 

1. Summary of Structured Finance activity 

Scope’s structured finance team covered 379 instruments across 185 transactions in 
2022. The major asset classes were NPLs (100 instruments) and CRE/CMBS (66) See 
Figure 1.  

Scope’s rating activities included the following: 

- 98 new instruments rated across 75 transactions, bringing the total rated volume 
since 2014 to more than EUR 227bn equivalent (15% up y-o-y)1. See Summary of 
new rating and other services activity.  

- Newly rated instruments, mainly CRE/CMBS (39), Other (26) and NPLs (15). See 
Summary of new rating and other services activity.  

- Monitoring reviews on 281 instruments across 110 outstanding transactions, leading 
to an equal proportion of rating downgrades (13% of instruments in both cases). See 
Summary of monitored ratings activity. 

Major achievements during the previous quarter included the following:  

- We published four research reports: three on NPLs and one on Other (CQS). See 
Research publications: structured finance publications, last 12 months. 

- We rated Shelby Real Estate Funding Limited, a commercial real estate balance-
sheet cash securitisation originated by Barclays Bank PLC from UK obligors. See 
Transaction of the quarter: focus on Shelby Real Estate Funding Limited . 

- We updated two methodologies: the CRE Loan and CMBS Rating Methodology and 
the General Structured Finance Rating Methodology. See Methodology 
publications. 

- We hosted one webinar on European real estate and the impact of inflation and 
higher yields for debt holders. See Webinars. 

 

 
 
1 Issue volumes in this report refer to EUR-equivalent amounts where the currency is non-EUR. All EUR equivalent 
amounts are calculated as per spot exchange rates applicable on 28 December 2022. 
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Figure 1: All rating activity by Scope over previous 12 months 

 
 Source: Scope Ratings 

1. Summary of new rating and other services activity  

Scope assigned new ratings to 98 instruments on 75 transactions across various structured finance asset classes in 2022. 
Approximately 57% of the issue volume was rated AAA, while 5% was rated sub-investment-grade.  

As of the end of 2022, Scope had rated more than EUR 227bn in structured finance instruments since 2014 (see Figure 2). Year-
on-year rated new-issue volume growth stood at approximately 15% in Q4 2022, with a total of EUR 8bn in rated new-issue 
volumes in the fourth quarter. 

Figure 2: New issuance volumes rated by Scope 

Source: Scope Ratings 
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Figure 3 provides a breakdown of new-issue volumes by rating category and asset class for all rating services. Please refer to 
Appendix II: New public ratings, last 12 months for the full list of all public credit ratings assigned by Scope over the last 12 months. 

 Figure 3: Share of issue volume by asset class and rating category, last 12 months 

 
Source: Scope Ratings 

2. Summary of monitored ratings activity 

Scope monitored 281 instruments over the last 12 months, 13% of which were upgraded and 13% were downgraded. The 
upgrades, which were mainly attributable to better-than-expected collateral performance, were principally on the following asset 
classes: Other (25% of upgrades), Auto and Vehicles (17%), NPLs (17%), and Consumer (17%).  

Most downgrades were related to CRE/CMBS instruments (38%) due to the new interest-rate environment and NPLs (35%). The 
share of NPL downgrades continued to decrease, to 15% of NPL monitored actions for the 12-month trailing period as of the end of 
2022, from 40% at its peak in Q3 2021.  

Figure 4: 12-month trailing ratings drift2 

 
Source: Scope Ratings 

The list of all public transactions for which a monitoring action has been taken over the last 12 months can be found in Appendix 
III: Public monitoring rating actions, last 12 months. 

 
 
2 Scope’s 12-month trailing ratings drift is the ratio between (i) the number of upgrades minus the number of downgrades, and (ii) the total number of monitored ratings, 
over the previous 12 months. 
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3. Transaction of the quarter: focus on Shelby Real Estate Funding Limited 

Shelby Real Estate Funding Limited is a cash securitisation of a portfolio of commercial real estate/ mortgages originated in the UK 
in the ordinary course of business by Barclays Bank PLC. The proceeds from the notes will be used to acquire from the vendor a 
beneficial interest over the portfolio. The principal and interest proceeds collected from the portfolio will be used, among other 
things, to repay the notes outstanding as per the priority of payments. During the two-year scheduled reinvestment period, further 
eligible loans can be purchased through the reinvestment of past portfolio collections, subject to reinvestment criteria. The notes 
have a mandatory final redemption in November 2039. Scope Ratings assigned a AAASF and AA-SF and rating to the Class A and B 
notes issued by Shelby Real Estate Funding Limited, while Class C notes were not rated (see rating report here). 

Below is a short summary of the main transaction features: 

- The CRE mortgage portfolio denominated in GBP collateralises the class A, B and C notes, also denominated in GBP. 

- The rated class A and B notes benefit, respectively, from 30% and 15% of credit enhancement at closing. They also benefit 
from excess principal and excess spread,. 

- During the revolving period, the excess spread reserve test ensures the class A 30% of credit support from subordination. If 
breached, it will prevent leakage of any issuer excess interest to class C noteholders (Barclays). 

- A non-amortising liquidity facility of GBP 140m (5.71% of class A notional at closing). 

- Portfolio profile tests ensure minimum collateral credit quality throughout the reinvestment phase or at the start of the 
amortisation phase. These tests aim to prevent the increase in portfolio concentration risk related to: i) loan or debtor size; ii) 
the timing of repayment of pool cash flows; iii) property areas; and iv) property type.  

- Like the portfolio profile tests, the collateral quality tests are also designed to preserve collateral credit quality during the 
revolving phase. Such tests will ensure at the start of the amortisation phase: i) a minimum pool-weighted average excess 
spread of 1.75% p.a.); ii) a maximum weighted-average loan-to-value of 55%; and iii) a maximum pool-weighted average 
remaining maturity of five years. 

- The rules-based reinvestment of prepayments scheduled to end on the payment date in November 2024 (around two years 
from the closing date). 

- Stop reinvestment period triggers related to cumulative losses plus the loans’ principal balance in arrears for more than 90 
days exceeding 4% of the closing pool’s principal balance or once Barclays is no longer the collateral manager.  

 
Figure 5: Simplified transaction overview 
 

Legal title

Class C notes

Agent bank, Issuer paying 
agent & registrar

Elavon Financial Services 
DAC, UK Branch

Servicer collection account 
bank

Barclays Bank PLC

Issuer account bank
Elavon Financial Services DAC, 

UK Branch

Trustee
U.S. Bank Trustees Limited

Vendor
Barclays Bank PLC

Corporate services 
provider

Intertrust Management 
Limited

Class A notes

Class B notesIssuer
Shelby Real Estate Funding 

Limited

Interest and 
principal

Subscription 
proceeds

loans 
principal & 

interest 
collections

purchase 
price

Portfolio managed by
Barclays Banks PLC

GBP 3,500m
UK commercial real estate 

loans

Collections Liquidity drawings

Services
Cash flows and asset 
transfers

Collateral administrator
U.S. Bank Global Corporate 

Trust Limited

Vendor trustee
Barclays Bank PLC

Liquidity facility provider
Barclays Bank PLC

vendor trust

  
Source: Scope Ratings, transaction documents 

https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/analysis?id=b465eeab-76c4-4b02-b5e2-e65f2fbaf83d
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4. Webinars 

Webinars in Q4 2022 

  

5. Methodology publications  

In Q4 2022, we updated our CRE Loan and CMBS Rating Methodology (available here) and General Structured Finance Rating 
Methodology (available here). 

The CRE Loan and CMBS Rating Methodology applies to debt instruments secured by commercial real estate (CRE). This 
includes direct exposure to CRE loans or securitisations of CRE loans i.e. commercial mortgage-backed securities (CMBS), 
collateralised loan obligations (CRE CLOs), asset-backed securities (CRE loan ABS), CRE debt funds or similar CRE debt 
structures. 

The General Structured Finance Rating Methodology provides guidance on our analysis of insurance protection-enhanced 
transactions and clarifications regarding: i) the scope of this methodology, ii) the incorporation of environmental, social and 
governance (ESG) factors into the rating analysis of structured finance instruments as well as iii) the acceptable level of default 
probability for a certain instrument rating level.  

Please contact investor outreach3 for further details. 

 

Structured finance rating methodologies  

Source: Scope Ratings 

Asset class Title  Publication 
Structured Finance General Structured Finance Rating Methodology Dec-22 

CRE/CMBS CRE Loan and CMBS Rating Methodology Oct-22 

NPL Non-Performing Loan ABS Rating Methodology Aug-22 

Counterparty Counterparty Risk Methodology Jul-22 

RMBS Residential Mortgage-Backed Security Methodology (Call for comments) Jun-22 

SME SME ABS Rating Methodology May-22 

CLO CLO Rating Methodology May-22 

Consumer / Auto Consumer and Auto ABS Rating Methodology Mar-22 

Asset Portfolio Asset Portfolio Rating Methodology Mar-22 

 
 
3 Mike Mackenzie: +44 20 3714 4981; m.mackenzie@scopegroup.com  
 

Asset class Title (hyperlink) Geographic coverage Publication 

CRE/CMBS European real estate grapples with inflation, higher yields: assessing 
challenges for debt holders 

Europe Oct-22 

https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=291babb4-afe4-40ab-a7dd-a5d0d3d017fd
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=220bfd65-e17b-4953-b1f8-f78d2fa05c90
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=220bfd65-e17b-4953-b1f8-f78d2fa05c90
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=291babb4-afe4-40ab-a7dd-a5d0d3d017fd
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=e24814e3-a881-4212-bbfe-d66adcf39195
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=2c0bf689-0532-475c-99b4-8dd05120176a
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=a179a727-5e93-40f7-872e-ac285f38bc91
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=724fb3fa-3b00-4f65-a397-e844a4e74d26
https://www.scopegroup.com/ScopeGroupApi/api/methodology?id=3d7917e9-f758-4e9b-9596-7fe8df004b12
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadmethodology?id=61f88f93-3fe3-4dad-9a1b-b59e3ef8411e
https://www.scoperatings.com/ScopeRatingsApi/api/downloadmethodology?id=6b51e529-890c-4810-997d-8c4346c9356c
https://scoperatings.com/ratings-and-research/research/EN/172622
https://scoperatings.com/ratings-and-research/research/EN/172622
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6. Research publications: structured finance publications, last 12 months 

We published 24 research pieces in 2022, covering six asset classes. Appendix I includes the list of all structured finance 
publications with relevant hyperlinks. 

 
Figure 6: Research publications by asset class and jurisdiction, last 12 months 

 
 

Source: Scope Ratings 
 

Figure 7: Research publications by asset class 
 

 
Source: Scope Ratings 
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Appendix I: List of structured finance research publications, last 12 months  

Source: Scope Ratings 

Asset class Title (hyperlink) Geographic 
coverage Publication 

CDO/CLO European CLOs: navigating the ESG landscape Europe Mar-22 

CDO/CLO European CLO outlook: rally continues apace amid ongoing uncertainty Europe Jan-22 

CRE/CMBS European real estate rising inflation, higher yields – assessing the challenges for debt 
holders 

Europe Oct-22 

CRE/CMBS European CMBS: stellar valuations but mixed operating performance; refinancing risks 
lurk 

Europe May-22 

CRE/CMBS A primer on European CRE CLOs: same foundations as US CRE CLOs. Same 
success? 

Europe Apr-22 

CRE/CMBS European CMBS Outlook and H2 2021 update: primary market set for all-time record Europe Jan-22 

RMBS Swedish residential property correcting but mortgage market to remain resilient Sweden Aug-22 

Other Italian CQS ABS: Marzio Finance performance snapshot Italy Nov-22 

Other Italian CQS ABS: Marzio Finance performance snapshot Italy Jul-22 

General SF Introducing a stress-test based approach to integrating climate-change risk into 
structured finance Europe Sep-22 

General SF Credit-linked and repackaged notes: understanding risk exposure is key Europe  Feb-22 

NPL Italian NPL collections: 10-month volumes flat since 2020 Italy Dec-22 

NPL Italian NPL collections: six-month judicial proceeds and DPOs below pre-Covid levels Italy Nov-22 

NPL Italian NPL collections: notes sales exceed judicial proceeds for first time in August Italy Oct-22 

NPL Italian NPL collections: May-July volumes stable but recovery strategies have changed Italy Sep-22 

NPL Italian NPL collections: +38% in June but H1 volumes stable relative to 2021 Italy Aug-22 

NPL Italian NPL collections: H1 volumes 12% below pre-Covid levels Italy Jul-22 

NPL Italian NPL collections: April volumes fall 40% on the month but YTD performance 
stable 

Italy Jun-22 

NPL Italian NPL collections: March volumes rise 50% month-over-month Italy May-22 

NPL Italian NPL collections: February volumes rise 39% Italy Apr-22 

NPL Italian NPL collections: still lagging pre-pandemic volumes Italy Mar-22 

NPL Semi-annual Italian NPL review and outlook: 60% of transactions set to underperform in 
2022 

Italy Mar-22 

NPL Italian NPL collections: seasonality effects boost December volumes by 65%  Italy Feb-22 

NPL Italian NPL collections: November volumes subdued; pick-up in judicial strategies Italy Jan-22 

 

 

https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:f13a0ed5-8f6e-4f19-a042-19b69927d718/Scope%20Ratings%20-%20ESG%20in%20CLOs.pdf
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:0699171c-f681-474b-80dc-47546cae3d68/CLO%20Report%20Jan%2018%202022.pdf
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:a5032e18-de06-46c3-b8d6-33c44396d983/ScopeRatings_European%20real%20estate%20rising%20inflation%20higher%20yields%20%20assessing%20the%20challenges%20for%20debt%20holders_26102022.pdf
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:a5032e18-de06-46c3-b8d6-33c44396d983/ScopeRatings_European%20real%20estate%20rising%20inflation%20higher%20yields%20%20assessing%20the%20challenges%20for%20debt%20holders_26102022.pdf
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:b1b1087a-8f7e-4c4a-923b-3ded718c1b01/European%20CMBS%20Performance%20report%20Q1%202022.pdf
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:b1b1087a-8f7e-4c4a-923b-3ded718c1b01/European%20CMBS%20Performance%20report%20Q1%202022.pdf
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:4cdf824a-6c8a-4f2f-baca-ca2c4f42b7e1/Scope%20Ratings%20-%20a%20primer%20on%20European%20CRE%20CLOs_NR-1.pdf
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:4cdf824a-6c8a-4f2f-baca-ca2c4f42b7e1/Scope%20Ratings%20-%20a%20primer%20on%20European%20CRE%20CLOs_NR-1.pdf
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:e7efb432-d232-499a-b836-b2c96e469e48/European%20CMBS%20Outlook%20and%20H2%202021.pdf
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:a849ca6f-a1ce-4400-80f3-7bc24b22931c/Scope%20Ratings%20-%20Swedish_Mortgage%20Quality.pdf
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:7fa58c99-6993-4717-8833-5b407de00928/Scope%20Ratings_CQS%20performance%20report_2022%20Nov.pdf
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:ba2ef412-523d-4c6c-86e2-c2337435a8b9/Scope%20Ratings_CQS%20performance%20report_2022%20Jul.pdf
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:3c9be3c6-521e-4b98-8d23-9dff9cf5b88c/Scope%20Ratings%20-%20Climate-chnge%20risk%20in%20structured%20finance.pdf
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:3c9be3c6-521e-4b98-8d23-9dff9cf5b88c/Scope%20Ratings%20-%20Climate-chnge%20risk%20in%20structured%20finance.pdf
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:4b42b758-627d-4e6f-9e06-995cd28d1953/Credit-linked%20structures%20Final_2022Feb.pdf
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:cd39e683-c1ac-460f-b7df-f298beea870f/Scope%20Ratings%20-%20%20Italian%20NPL%20Monthly%20October%202022%20data.pdf
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:49a889a7-a25f-40f4-94d4-48ec0336fe62/Scope%20Ratings%20-%20Italian%20NPL%20Monthly%20September%202022.pdf
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:a9af46a6-80cd-4751-968d-1f618529a90e/Scope%20Ratings%20-%20Italian%20NPL%20Monthly%20August%202022.pdf
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:c8e6a79b-8524-4a08-8adc-ae311bae8397/Italian%20NPL%20Monthly%20July%202022_vf.pdf
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:05b18c54-4626-4fb9-b996-db366907001d/Scope%20Ratings%20Italian%20NPL%20Monthly%20June%202022.pdf
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:7f386454-9065-463e-b060-0c209d177493/Scope%20Ratingis%20-%20Italian%20NPL%20Monthly%20May%202022.pdf
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:1720bf9c-caad-4473-b891-a017888e4360/Scope%20Ratings%20-%20Italian%20NPL%20Monthly%20April%202022.pdf
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:1720bf9c-caad-4473-b891-a017888e4360/Scope%20Ratings%20-%20Italian%20NPL%20Monthly%20April%202022.pdf
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:d8785245-8819-4383-9706-d5a79c7a4efc/Scope%20Ratings%20-%20Italian%20NPL%20Monthly%20March%202022.pdf
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:59aacdbc-0d32-4703-bf06-018cf1c44df6/Scope%20Ratings%20-%20Italian%20NPL%20Monthly%20February%202022.pdf
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:74f7af09-5fd8-4171-b2a5-3fedba91c2d9/Scope%20Ratings%20-%20Italian%20NPL%20Monthly%20January%202022.pdf
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:d6792f1f-f7d3-4e9e-9315-cd24ec399227/Semi-annual%20Italian%20NPL%20report%20Final.pdf
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:d6792f1f-f7d3-4e9e-9315-cd24ec399227/Semi-annual%20Italian%20NPL%20report%20Final.pdf
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:1d480e44-fb6e-4ae4-84e0-e858560b286d/Scope%20Italian%20NPL%20Monthly%20December%202021.pdf
https://www.scopegroup.com/dam/jcr:dac4275f-97f8-4901-82c3-62cfea213818/Italian%20NPL%20Monthly%20November%202021_Final.pdf
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Appendix II: New public ratings, last 12 months 

 
Source: Scope Ratings 
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Appendix III: Public monitoring rating actions, last 12 months 

 
  Source: Scope Ratings 
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Source: Scope Ratings 
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Source: Scope Ratings 
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Source: Scope Ratings 
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Disclaimer 
© 2023 Scope SE & Co. KGaA and all its subsidiaries including Scope Ratings GmbH, Scope Ratings UK Limited, Scope 
Analysis GmbH, Scope Investor Services GmbH, and Scope ESG Analysis GmbH (collectively, Scope). All rights reserved. The 
information and data supporting Scope’s ratings, rating reports, rating opinions and related research and credit opinions 
originate from sources Scope considers to be reliable and accurate. Scope does not, however, independently verify the reliability 
and accuracy of the information and data. Scope’s ratings, rating reports, rating opinions, or related research and credit opinions 
are provided ‘as is’ without any representation or warranty of any kind. In no circumstance shall Scope or its directors, officers, 
employees and other representatives be liable to any party for any direct, indirect, incidental or other damages, expenses of any 
kind, or losses arising from any use of Scope’s ratings, rating reports, rating opinions, related research or credit opinions. 
Ratings and other related credit opinions issued by Scope are, and have to be viewed by any party as, opinions on relative 
credit risk and not a statement of fact or recommendation to purchase, hold or sell securities. Past performance does not 
necessarily predict future results. Any report issued by Scope is not a prospectus or similar document related to a debt security or 
issuing entity. Scope issues credit ratings and related research and opinions with the understanding and expectation that parties 
using them will assess independently the suitability of each security for investment or transaction purposes. Scope’s credit ratings 
address relative credit risk, they do not address other risks such as market, liquidity, legal, or volatility. The information and data 
included herein is protected by copyright and other laws. To reproduce, transmit, transfer, disseminate, translate, resell, or store 
for subsequent use for any such purpose the information and data contained herein, contact Scope Ratings GmbH at 
Lennéstraße 5 D-10785 Berlin. 
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